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In this article, we argue that the cultural models approach provides a useful framework for cultural–clinical psychology. We begin with a brief review of this approach before presenting the
distinction between cultural models for normalcy and deviancy. As well, we consider how both
normalcy and deviancy can be culturally valorised or devalorised. Given that mental disorders
do not always neatly fit with available cultural models, we offer evidence–based examples of
unscripted as well as scripted distress. We conclude by considering key hypothesis–generating
questions and some methodological approaches that could be used to improve and extend the
evidence base underpinning the cultural models approach as applied to the study of culture and
mental health.
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People do not experience psychological distress in a cultural vacuum. Disordered emotions, cognitions, and behaviour are interpreted through conceptual lenses used by
sufferers and their communities. These understandings—or
cultural models—encompass what is known about particular
symptoms and their combinations (models of deviancy) in
reference to what is known about normal or optimal functioning (models of normalcy). Although symptoms of distress do, without a doubt, share some universal features that
reflect human biology, studies also have revealed substantial cultural variation, suggesting that cultural models may
not only scaffold different interpretations of symptoms and
their consequences but also influence symptom experience
and expression (also see Chentova-Dutton and Ryder, 2019).
Past research in psychiatry has used terms such as idioms of
distress or cultural concepts of distress to capture these ideas
(Nichter, 2010). We rely on the language of “cultural models” (and “cultural scripts” for sequenced models), as this
facilitates use of an extensive theoretical and methodological
literature (Chirkov, this issue). In this article, we will demonstrate the application of a cultural models approach to mental disorder and discuss its implications for cultural–clinical
psychology.
Let us begin by considering Sukhbir Anand, a

31–year–old man, originally from the Punjab but living in
the Midwestern United States for almost 10 years:
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The therapist waits several sessions before asking him
again about his main concern, this time emphasising that
she wants to hear about his own understanding of the
problem. He replies that his main concern is that he is
not yet married and that his symptoms might make find-

Sukhbir Anand lives with his parents and is currently
working at their family–owned hardware store. He suffers from sleeplessness and irritability, combined with a
sense of lassitude, aimlessness, and diminished enjoyment. Moreover, his irritability in particular is making
it more difficult for him to work, at times even affecting
interactions with patrons at the store. Over time, these
issues have placed a great strain on his relationship with
his parents. Mr. Anand is referred to a White American
woman from the Northeast, an experienced psychotherapist in her mid–50s. When she asks Mr. Anand on intake
about his main concern, he responds that his parents and
some people in his community are concerned that he has
gotten so irritable. He adds that they say he is not showing proper respect and that he would do so if he had more
direction in life.
Does Mr. Anand consider his symptoms to be problematic? If so, does he think they are bothersome, but normal, or
indicative of some form of illness? If the latter, what does he
think might happen if the illness is left untreated, and what
sort of treatment might he consider?
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ing a suitable partner more difficult, adding that this concern might be why he is struggling in the first place. The
clinician takes note of both the client’s and the parents’
explanations, but also wonders whether family enmeshment might be playing a role. She considers whether she
should directly question Mr. Anand about why he still
lives at home and whether his desire for marriage is really
his own goal or that of his parents.
Mr. Anand’s understanding of his symptoms cannot be
considered in isolation from his local social world; thus, a
number of questions arise from his situation. Which models of normal behaviour are being violated here such that the
distress is identified as pathological?
What does the larger community think about these kinds
of problems? How might these understandings actually feed
into his illness experience? What should he—and his parents, his community, his therapist—do? Cultural psychiatry and medical anthropology have grappled with these kinds
of questions for several decades, joined in recent years by
cultural–clinical psychology (Ryder et al., 2011). Although
there is broad consensus on the importance of understanding
both individually and consensually held beliefs about mental disorder and their implications, the field lacks a framework for doing so. Our overarching goal in this article is
to demonstrate that a cultural models approach, grounded in
cognitive science, can provide such a frame–work, contributing a common language, a way of thinking, and a set of methods that would benefit researchers and clinicians. We begin
with an overview of the approach, first considering models
of normalcy that constitute the backdrop against which psychological deviancy is understood before turning to models
of deviancy themselves. We also explore the distinction between unscripted and scripted distress. We conclude by discussing a number of research questions and methodologies
which could be used to address these questions.
Models and Scripts
“The systematic neglect of culture is the single biggest
barrier to attaining the highest available standard of health
worldwide”—so argued the 27 authors of a commissioned
review for The Lancet (Napier et al., 2014). Scholars across
disciplines are dedicated to addressing this neglect. Over the
past decade, cultural–clinical psychology has begun the work
of integrating cultural and clinical approaches while drawing on a long research tradition in psychology that stretches
back to the 1970s (Draguns, 1980; Marsella & Yamada,
2007; Tanaka-Matsumi & Draguns, 1997). The resulting
subdiscipline is, moreover, increasingly engaged in the interdisciplinary conversation of cultural psychiatry, which itself has a rich literature stretching back for decades (e.g., see
reviews of “the new cross–cultural psychiatry:” Kirmayer,
2006; Kleinman, 1977; Littlewood, 1990). Both traditions

have shared progression from cataloguing group similarities
and differences to examining mechanisms that account for
these differences. There is also a long–standing and shared
interest in the normative models of psychological processes
that form the background against which mental disorder is
understood. The time is ripe for integration: Cultural and
clinical psychologists alike can benefit from seeing the phenomena in which they are interested through the lens of cultural models of what is and is not considered normal.
The Cultural Models Approach
We begin with the cultural models approach developed
within cognitive anthropology, a field that—like cultural psychology—is concerned with both cultural contexts and individual minds, as well as their mutual influences (d’Andrade,
1995)
Cultural models are presupposed, taken–for–granted models of the world that are widely shared (although not necessarily to the exclusion of other, alternative models) by
the members of a society and that play an enormous role
in their understanding of that world and their behavior in
it. (Quinn & Holland, 1987, p. 4)
Cultural models are understood to be “in the head” as beliefs, internalised norms, and values as well as “in the world”
as observable behaviour and cultural products (also referred
to as “conventional” models; Shore, 1998, p. 46). For example, in the domain of mental disorders, cultural models
exist as folk beliefs (and professional beliefs shared by practitioners) as well as depictions that appear in stories or media. Models that are “in the head” typically include aspects
of knowledge that reflect broadly consensual internalised versions of shared models, and beliefs that are informed by idiosyncratic episodic memories and affective responses (Abelson, 1981). Shore (1998, p. 46-47) made a similar distinction
between “conventional mental models” and “personal mental models”, respectively. A person’s representation of mental illness may reflect some version of culturally consensual
beliefs, such as diagnostic criteria for major depression or
consensual ideas about “nerves,” but may also be shaped by
personal experiences, such as supporting a friend through an
episode of anxiety.
As cultural researchers, we are primarily interested in consensual knowledge shared by the public, but as clinicians,
we are also concerned with internalised and idiosyncratic beliefs as they may inform a given person’ thoughts about their
own experience. Throughout this article, we will focus on
the widespread cultural models held and reproduced by the
public. Traditional healing and contemporary biomedicine
can also be understood as subcultural systems in themselves
(Kleinman, 1974, 1978); “expert” cultural models shared by
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clinicians will not be emphasised here for lack of space (for
an excellent examination of this topic, see Luhrmann, 2000).
Cultural models are often contested within a given cultural
context (e.g., alternative ways to conceptualise depression
and anxiety in the United States: Nations et al., 1988), with
additional heterogeneity generated by subcultures (e.g., sets
of alternative models of problemas de nervos shared by Portuguese immigrants to North America: James et al., 2009).
Dominant cultural models are nonetheless broadly shared, in
two senses: First, many people in a given local social world
come to hold broadly similar beliefs; second, they come to
assume that others in this social world are operating under
similar assumptions. Even people who contest the dominant model share knowledge about what is being contested.
This common ground of intersubjectivity may at times play
a greater role in predicting behaviour than do a person’s own
beliefs (Chiu et al., 2010; Gelfand & Harrington, 2015). Cultural models shape the planning and execution of actions,
based in part on the assumption that other people will interpret these actions in a culturally meaningful way (Kronenfeld, 2008; Quinn, 2011). For the researcher and the clinician
alike, a cultural models approach requires one to begin with
idiosyncratic and locally shared aspects of the models while
looking ahead to within–culture and cross–cultural comparisons (Chirkov, 2016; Wassmann et al., 2011).
Interest in cultural models began with anthropologists in
the 1950s and 1960s, growing rapidly during the cognitive revolution and the ensuing explosion of interest in how
knowledge was learned, stored, categorised, and recalled
(Quinn, 2011). One consequence, however, was a parallel
proliferation of terminology with different researchers using
terms such as schema, script, frame, scene, or scenario, in
addition to model, each with their own nuances (Bateson,
1972; Keller, 1992; Minsky, 1975; Rumelhart, 1980; Schank
& Abelson, 1977). We will use the term model here generically to cover this family of terms, especially when describing complex constellations of schemas and scripts (e.g., “a
cultural model of public interactions”). In our view, cultural models include (a) the shared subjectivity that comes
from people in a given local social world having access to
broadly similar beliefs; (b) observable correlates of these beliefs, such as behaviour or depictions in cultural products;
and (c) the intersubjectivity that comes from believing that
these beliefs are widely shared within the social world and
understanding that others may interpret observable behaviour
or cultural representations in a manner similar to one’s own
(and indeed, that these metabeliefs are themselves widely
shared).
We will shift to the term cultural script to describe more
specific aspects of broader models that are encoded as cognitive or behavioural sequences (e.g., “a script of grieving”).
Dating back to Schank and Abelson (1977), “script” emphasises observable sequences of actions as well as understand-
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ing of these sequences. Over time, the term expanded to
mental processes that are understood as sequenced. Many,
although by no means all, cultural models of mental illness are script–like. Temporality is important for models
of mental illness, as it is in keeping with the onset and
course of many mental disorders or history of seeking treatment. Unlike the official diagnostic categories, the informal categories used by professionals and lay people alike are
script–like (Kim & Ahn, 2002a, 2002b). A continuum can
be described with classical, rigidly filled–in scripts at one
end and looser sketchy scripts at the other (Reisbeck, 1985;
Scholtens, 1991). We will largely emphasise scripts toward
the latter end of that continuum.
Functions of Cultural Models
Humans are faced with the ever–present problem of complexity management (Hirsh et al., 2012). At any given moment, our phenomenological fields encompass a vast array of
changes that can potentially capture our attention and shape
possibilities for action. Most forms of distress emerge as
even more confusing sets of potential symptoms, puzzles to
be solved by sufferers, those close to them, and those treating
them. Human perception and cognition make use of cultural
models to foster prototype–based processing of complex and
confusing noncategorical phenomena.
As an example, consider the way we think about personality types, facial expressions, or color categories (see Harnad, 2003). In all of these domains, the underlying information, such as sensory input or behavioural observations, is
dimensional and complex. There are no sharp boundaries between behaviour of the introverts and extraverts or the colors
green and blue. The fuzzy categorical boundaries we perceive so effortlessly are due to our exposure to and experience with culturally entrained prototypes (Rosch, 1973; e.g.,
what blue looks like) and models (e.g., models of emotion or
personality). Some of these concepts are script–like in nature, helping us perceive sequences (e.g., emotions: Siemer,
2008). There is variation in how these conceptual spaces
can be carved up in different cultural and linguistic contexts,
including whether folk concepts are organised as conceptual categories versus dimensions. Studies uncover cultural
group differences at the level of specific categories (e.g., language–dependent color categories) along with similarities in
the underlying dimensions (e.g., wavelength and brightness
influencing color perception; see Regier and Kay, 2009). The
same logic can be used to describe how we extract normative
ideas such as “a polite person” or “justifiable anger”—and,
as we shall see, concepts of deviance such as “burnout” or
“problem drinking.” In these domains as well, categorical
prototypes guide our perception of complex stimuli.
Recruitment of models helps us function in our cultural
worlds, allowing us to not continually figure out what is happening, where to attend, or how to act. A patron visiting the
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hardware store owned by Mr. Anand’s parents is likely to
follow a cultural script grounded in this model; arriving at
the store, looking for what is needed, saying “Excuse me”
before asking for help, and making minimal small talk while
paying the sticker price. There is a particular sequence that
gets us from the front door to the needed item and then to the
cashier; this sequence is known to the patron, other patrons
in the store, and people working in the store. It is publicly
observable as behaviour and encoded in minds. In another
cultural context, the same type of interaction might require
greeting the owner upon arriving, drinking tea, getting in
line, or haggling over the price. Importantly, different cultural scripts for visiting a hardware store are not isolated behavioural recipes, as they draw on other models (norms of
social interactions, emotions that should or should not be expressed, personal boundaries, beliefs about social hierarchy).
Specific scripts and broader models that they engage allow
us to spend our limited cognitive resources on finding what
we need, planning dinner, and so on, rather than figuring out
how to talk to the clerk. Under normal circumstances, there
is little need for people to reflect on the model. The specific
content fades into the background of our consciousness as
part of the shared context that ensures we do not engage in
isolated behaviours but rather meaningful acts (Bruner, 1990;
Searle, 1980). Cultural models make this possible.
Because a shared local social world provides many opportunities to encounter the theme through its many variations, personal models are likely to include elements that are
broadly similar as well as those that differ person–to–person
(Chirkov, 2016). As described earlier, the shared, consensual
nature of these models does not preclude individual experience. Each person has a unique learning history and resulting
access to ideas, and this history is reflected in their personal
models, which, as described earlier, include aspects of internalised shared models as well as idiosyncratic elements
and may therefore vary from models consensually held in
the local social world (Jones et al., 2011; Shore, 1998).One
patron in a store may have a complicated question about a
hard–to–find tool, another one might know the family; we
might then observe longer interactions than are typical, the
first more detailed and technical, the second one warmer and
more personal. People can also vary in their exposure to the
prevailing cultural model (Kronenfeld, 2011); here we see an
older person who maintains a somewhat out–dated formality,
and there we see an immigrant who tests whether the store
owners are willing to haggle. Complicating matters further,
a given person’s internalised version of the model may be
incomplete. Although a socially anxious person may have
access to the shared cultural model of how one shops, some
aspects of the model (e.g., how one asks for a correct price
when noticing an error on the receipt) may be underdeveloped as a result of social anxiety, and others may include idiosyncratic elements (e.g., an experience of a panic attack in

response to being approached by another customer during a
previous visit might impact beliefs about going to the store).
Personal models have social functions even when they are
idiosyncratic. They are discussed with others, performed for
others, and used to understand others. The essential intersubjective element means that guide our best guesses about
what others are thinking and why they are acting the way they
are acting—and our best guesses about how others will think
about what we are thinking, and how they will interpret our
actions, grounding our communication (Clark & Brennan,
1991). In a given interaction, it is not necessarily the case that
everyone is drawing on the same cultural model in the same
way, but successful communication will depend on mutually
adjusting (Bennardo & Kronenfeld, 2011).). Dressler (2004,
2012, 2017) demonstrated that cultural consonance, being
able to live in accord with highly valued cultural models, is
associated with positive health outcomes. In sum, cultural
models help us navigate the physical and social world. We
learn them through social life in a particular community of
minds, each with its own set of common experiences and
available knowledge, along with a particular set of observable behaviours and cultural products shared with others.
Once acquired, cultural models aid us in making our experience meaningful. Distress is a challenge to meaning, and not
only through failures of cultural consonance. The very fact
that one is distressed may in some cases violate a cultural
model (e.g., the pursuit of happiness, the need for stoicism).
Moreover, culturally unusual presentations of distress may
break the bounds of our available models. It is to these circumstances, and how we might best understand them within
the cultural models framework, that we now turn.
From Normalcy to Deviancy
Until this point, we have emphasised models that
are widespread, guiding normative interpretations and every–day behaviours. What about models of nonnormative
psychological experiences? Our focus for the remainder of
this article is on what we refer to as cultural models and
scripts for deviancy and the ways in which these models can
be better understood—and studied—through closer ties to
the literature on normative cultural models. When changes
associated with distress are first noticed, people recruit explanations available in their cultural contexts, based on how
these changes relate to their understanding of normality as
well as to known kinds of problems.
We thus argue that researchers studying distress should
maintain a dual focus on cultural models of normality and
deviancy. One challenge here is that these sets of models
have been studied within different literatures. Whereas normative cultural models (e.g., for behaviour, self–regulation,
mental, bodily, social, and spiritual functioning) are the
province of cultural psychology, cognitive anthropology, cultural/cognitive sociology, or semiotics, models of mental ill-
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ness are described and studied by clinical psychology and
psychiatry. In the latter, there has either been little attention to culture or reliance on an assumption that adherence to
“Western” models is a sign of “mental health literacy” (for a
critique see Na et al., 2016).
What little crossover exists can be found in hybrid disciplines such as cultural psychiatry or cultural–clinical psychology (Bhui & Bhugra, 2002; Karasz, 2005; Kirmayer,
2005; Ryder et al., 2011; Weiss, 1997). This article aims to
connect these literatures, examining ways in which models
of normalcy and deviancy inform each other.
A dual focus on normalcy and deviancy is much more
useful to the clinician than is merely counting symptoms.
Mr. Anand might feel irritated because he has experienced
difficulty pursuing and attaining culturally valued goals; his
irritability might be identified as pathological because it violates a normative cultural model for social behaviour and
emotional expression (e.g., polite behaviour with strangers);
indeed, he might pathologise his own irritability precisely because he can detect from the reactions of others that he is violating their expectations (Giosan et al., 2001; Thoits, 1985).
Although he may be struggling to make sense of his experience through prevailing normative models, he may come to
understand what is happening by means of cultural scripts
for deviancy (e.g., nervous breakdown, “sinking heart, ‘’ a
Punjabi idiom of distress, “intermittent explosive disorder”),
as may his family, friends, and any health professionals. In
turn, these cultural scripts may play an important role in further shaping his illness experience and the expression of his
symptoms. Consider the family of cultural scripts for presenting emotional distress to a health professional that might
be shaping Mr. Anand’s discussion with his psychotherapist. The script of what to share might be linked to models
and scripts for the unfolding of particular symptoms such as
worry, fatigue, or anger outbursts.
A visualisation of the relation between commonly shared
cultural models and scripts for normalcy and deviancy is presented in Figure 1. People in need of clinical care, their loved
ones, or community members in our research studies may be
relying on these sets of models when reasoning about mental
health and mental illness. Vertically, we see the distinction
between normalcy and deviancy; horizontally, we move from
models and scripts that are culturally valorised (i.e., valued,
described as optimal) to those that are culturally devalorised
(i.e., pathologised, described as suboptimal or problematic),
with a middle column for those that are culturally unmarked.
Note that although most common forms of mental illness are
dimensional (Kotov et al., 2017), with the key dimensions
replicating across cultures (Carragher et al., 2015; Krueger et
al., 2003), folk models of mental illness tend to combine prototype–based categories and dimensions (see Haslam, 2005;
Schoeneman et al., 1993). People commonly perceive essentialised kinds or syndromes, as informed by cultural mod-
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els that describe them as such (Prentice & Miller, 2007). It
is an empirical question whether normalcy and deviancy are
represented as prototype–based categories or dimensions in
a given cultural context. For the sake of simplicity, we will
describe them as categories here.
Although cultural scripts for normalcy do not generally
reflect the presenting complaints of clients, they provide
the frames by which these complaints are understood by
the clinician and by others in the sufferer’s social world.
Valorised models of normalcy represent the “cultural target,” a prototype that is often difficult to achieve but provides a standard for comparison (e.g., a shared script about
a “go–getter:” someone persistent who works hard to pursue goals). Then we have unmarked models and scripts for
normalcy, representing what is understood as “normal” in a
given milieu (e.g., an “ordinary Joe,” whose motivation fluctuates). Of course, normalcy is not limited to that which
receives widespread approval or even acceptance in a given
cultural context. Normal variations in psychological functioning might cause difficulties and problems in living without being understood as deviancy or needing an illness label
(Kirmayer, 2005). Culturally devalorised models and scripts
are not marked out as deviant or pathological in any way,
but are consensually understood as suboptimal characteristics (e.g., “a lazy person” that is not motivated to work).
Although such problems are not ascribed pathologised status, Haslam (2016) described the phenomenon of “concept
creep” in which suboptimal–but–normal variants are increasingly understood as pathological, and in need of a pathologising label, over time (i.e., shifting from normalcy to deviancy
in our figure). Cultural contexts also vary in terms of how
much deviation from the norm is tolerated (Gelfand et al.,
2011). Moreover, subcultural groups (e.g., urban vs. rural,
different ethnic groups or professional cultures) may differ
when it comes to perceptions of deviations from the norms.
As such, the boundary between normalcy and deviancy may
shift over time or differ by context.
Shifting to models of deviancy, we can still differentiate
models that are valorised, unmarked, and devalorised. On
the lower row of Figure 1, culturally valorised models of
deviancy represent an unusual, but important, set of models, where a person’s experience is clearly problematic but is
also in some way respected or even celebrated in the person’s
cultural context (e.g., someone who has periods of mania
that boost their self–confidence and willingness to take on
new projects). This script for deviance must be understood
in relation to the parallel script for normalcy: The person’s
problem is celebrated because it fits well with the “go–getter”
script, even as it might cause problems in other domains. Unmarked models or scripts for deviancy are clearly pathological, but not especially celebrated or condemned beyond the
general devaluing due to reduced functioning (e.g., insomnia
and low mood after witnessing a car accident). Culturally
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Figure 1
A framework for cultural models and scripts: normalcy-deviancy and valorised-devalorised.
Valorized

Unmarked

Devalorized

Normalcy

Ideal

Typical

Problematic

Deviancy

Pathologised (but also
respected/celebrated)

Pathologised

Pathologised (and stigmatised)

devalorised models of deviancy add stigmatising negative
judgements, both self–and socially imposed (e.g., depressed
mood due to “workplace burn–out” understood as weakness,
laziness, or even malingering). Finally, outside the figure
entirely lies unscripted distress, where the suffering defies
available categories (e.g., extremely vivid dreams and extensive sleepwalking in a cultural context that does not provide
a framework for explaining such an experience). Note that
we are referring to broadly shared models. There may be an
available, albeit obscure, diagnostic label and perhaps even
consensus among clinicians (e.g., a sleep disorder) —but no
popular awareness, let alone consensus.
Having briefly outlined these types of models, let us further explore the implications of experiencing psychological
symptoms that match or fail to match cultural models of deviancy. How would it affect the ability of a sufferer, like Mr.
Anand, to detect problems? What about people close to Mr.
Anand? And how might sufferers and close others respond
to these problems once detected?
Unscripted and Scripted Experiences of Deviancy
Personal signatures of distress and cultural models and
scripts of how psychological functioning can go awry are not
reducible to each other: Mr. Anand’s unique experience of
irritability is not identical to shared Punjabi or North American models of how irritability affects a person or scripts
of how different forms of treatment affect irritability. His
experience may not even match his pre–existing personal
models of this domain; indeed, discrepancies between symptoms of a given individual and available scripts of deviancy
are important. Consider the sociological research on Russians who are active on acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS)–denialist online communities. Some of the
newcomers to these communities are people trying to make
sense of their human immunodeficieny virus (HIV)–positive
status in light of the fact that their individual symptoms do
not match the dominant script for HIV and AIDS (Meylakhs et al., 2014). The discrepancies sow doubt and trigger

the search for alternative scripts, such as those promoted by
AIDS–denialists.
Neither are personal experiences and cultural models independent; the former are framed by the latter, and the latter
are maintained or changed in part by the former (Kirmayer,
2005). When the sufferer’s changes in functioning match
cultural models for deviancy that are available in a given
context, symptoms can be described as “scripted distress.”
The changes can be understood and described to others using known terms, with known implications. In some cases,
all signs may point to a single widely shared explanation,
whether due to a distinctive presentation or a dominant cultural model; in others, a number of viable models may be
available, with different implications for perceived cause, potential impact, or treatment. Finally, some changes may not
be understood as a coherent category, something we refer to
as “unscripted deviancy.”
Unscripted Experiences of Deviancy
Unscripted deviancy is characterised by confusion. Although individual symptoms may be recognised, the patterns make no apparent sense within a given cultural context.
Some examples come to us from work on the history of mental illness. For example, symptoms of dissociative identity
disorder, formerly known as multiple personality disorder,
were not widely recognised by the lay public in the United
States prior to the publication of the Three Faces of Eve and
the subsequent release of the film with the same name (Johnson, 1957; Thigpen & Cleckley, 1954, 1957). Memory lapses
and abrupt changes in personality, whatever their causes, did
not map onto the existing publicly shared models of physical
or mental illness at that time. Clinical professionals already
had begun developing a model of this form of distress by
then, but it was still contested and recruited only rarely. Once
the idea of this disorder entered the marketplace of ideas and
propagated, a widely shared script emerged, becoming more
elaborated and linked to salient cultural concerns over time.
A striking example of the latter is the addition of childhood
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abuse to the script after the book and film “Sybil” (Petrie,
1976; Schreiber, 1973; see Hacking, 1992) Other examples
include early reports of emerging disorder concepts such as
cases of high–functioning autism spectrum disorder (Molloy
& Vasil, 2004) or chronic fatigue syndrome and fibromyalgia
(1995 Yunus et al., 1981). It is not atypical for symptoms of
a disorder to be scripted in one context, but not in others.
Sets of changes that map onto particular models of deviancy
in “non–Western” cultural contexts are sometimes unscripted
in the West. Historical and modern descriptions of koro provide good examples of both clinicians and sufferers lacking
explanations for subjective distressing perceptions of shrinking genitals (Crozier, 2011).
Similarly, disorders that are scripted in the West may not
be scripted elsewhere. Symptoms of attention deficit hyperactivity disorder are recognised as such by larger proportions
of samples in American or British cultural contexts than by
those in other locales such as Korea, Malaysia, and Brazil
(Gomes et al., 2007; Loo et al., 2012; Park et al., 2018;
Pescosolido et al., 2008). How do people account for these
symptoms when they emerge in non–Western contexts? Are
there alternative models that account for them? In some of
these contexts, such as Brazil, people tend to interpret such
symptoms as culturally devalorised normalcy (developmental problems stemming from poor parenting and lack of discipline, Gomes et al., 2007); in others, they appear to be
unscripted problems in search of viable explanations. One
study was conducted with Cuban American mothers of children who exhibited attention deficit hyperactivity disorder
features of inattention and impulsivity. The cultural models available to these mothers and internalised by them did
not account for their children’s behaviour, leading to confusion and an active search for explanations (Arcia & Fernandez, 1998). The article cites one of the mothers as saying:
“What could he possibly have? What could it possibly be?”
(p. 339), highlighting angst at encountering culturally unscripted symptoms. The authors argued that Cuban cultural
models of normal child development focus on other, more
culturally relevant, indicators of functioning, such as intelligence and warmth, with no explanation for impairing symptoms that nonetheless leave intelligence and warmth intact.
These reports make it clear that people find experiences
of unscripted distress to be challenging over and above the
negative effects of the symptoms themselves. A large body
of research has suggested that experiences that violate our
expectations and undermine our sense of meaning are unsettling, triggering anxious arousal (Proulx & Inzlicht, 2012).
People reporting unscripted symptoms become anxious and
confused and doubt their own perceptions (Arcia & Fernandez, 1998; Woodward et al., 1995). Social support and treatment are harder to recruit for problems that are difficult to
describe, or even to believe (Dumit, 2006; Ware, 1992).
Given this, people who suffer from unscripted symptoms
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tend to actively search and advocate for potential explanations, whether they are or are not accurate. Although reactions vary and the possibility for stigma increases for some
types of symptoms, people have commonly reported that
gaining access to potential cultural model(s) for one’s symptoms via receipt of diagnostic labels is perceived as helpful
(Molloy & Vasil, 2004; Wisdom & Green, 2004; Woodward
et al., 1995). For example, teens and adults with autism spectrum disorder have reported that it was comforting for them
to be provided with a diagnostic category, allowing them
to make sense of and reattribute their symptoms, describe
them to others, and access support and treatment (Molloy
& Vasil, 2004; Punshon, Skirrow, & Murphy, 2009). Given
the thirst of sufferers for cultural models, it is not surprising that new models and scripts emerge and propagate as a
result of word–of–mouth or digitally mediated communication, with social media fueling rapid spread (Cline & Haynes,
2001). In some cases, efforts to help others obtain information backfire, as evidenced by cases of mass psychogenic illness fueled by novel cultural models of deviancy gone awry
(Bartholomew et al., 2012).
Scripted Experiences of Deviancy
When distress is scripted in a cultural context, an individual person’s signature of distress maps, even if imperfectly,
onto cultural models of deviancy. This personal signature is
understood as a potential problem (or, more typically, a set
of alternative problems) with a name and a known presentation, cause(s), course, and treatment approach. Some of these
known problems may be valorised, and others devalorised.
Culturally valorised experiences of deviancy. Although
all forms of mental illness interfere with cultural norms of
functioning at high levels of severity, culturally valorised
models of deviancy can fulfil these norms at lower levels of
severity and be valued even at higher levels of severity. For
example, religious obsessions and compulsions in religious
people in Turkey and Israel (Karadaĝ et al., 2006; Yorulmaz & Işık, 2011; Zohar et al., 2005), dissociation in the
Afro–Brazilian religion of Candomble (Seligman, 2005), social anxiety in Japan (Asnaani et al., 2010), shyness in rural Chinese schools (Chen et al., 2011), excessive dieting in
Medieval Europe, contemporary Western cultural contexts,
and, increasingly, East Asia (Chisuwa & O’Dea, 2010; Stice,
2001; Twamley & Davis, 1999; Witztum et al., 2008), or
narcissistic traits and hypomanic states in the United States
(Ford et al., 2015; Foster et al., 2003; Martin, 2009) are
relevant to and at least somewhat compatible with culturally normative and desirable spiritual pursuits, beliefs about
the self, interpersonal concerns, bodily shape and fitness, or
emotional states.
In these cases, cultural models provide nonpathological
attributions of the symptoms (e.g., interpretation of dissocia-
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tive states as spirit possession among Candomble mediums;
Seligman, 2005). Symptoms may be perceived as desirable,
at least until their severity makes it clear that something has
gone wrong. Martin (2009) described public perceptions of
mania as having “market value” (p. 218) in the United States,
even generating envy of high productivity, excitement, and
energy associated with its symptoms. Similarly, shy children
are perceived positively in rural Chinese schools, as demonstrated by Chen et al. (2011) and by Chen et al. (2009).
Indeed, research has suggested that on one hand, cultural
factors may reinforce such symptoms or make them easier to
disclose, but on the other hand make them harder to detect
as problematic at lower levels of severity (Cafri et al., 2005;
Heinrichs et al., 2006; Yorulmaz & Işık, 2011). For example, one cross–cultural study has examined college students’
endorsement of social anxiety symptoms and perceived cultural norms regarding withdrawn social behaviour (Heinrichs
et al., 2006). The two were positively associated with each
other, with higher endorsement of social anxiety symptoms
in countries with higher perceived acceptance of these symptoms. As cultural models of normalcy change, so does expression of culturally compatible symptoms. Consider the
case of China where rising individualistic values are associated with rising levels of narcissism (Cai et al., 2012), driving
changes in what is considered normal or deviant self–regard.
In sum, relatively low discrepancy between one’s symptoms
and cultural models of normalcy may reduce stigma, but also
may raise thresholds for detecting distress or reluctance on
the part of sufferers to treat relatively their culturally desirable, or perhaps even admired, symptoms.
Culturally devalorised experiences of deviancy. In
contrast to valorised models of deviancy, culturally devalorised models of deviancy can be interpreted as especially
troubling violations of cultural models for normalcy. Consider psychopathy in modesty–reinforcing Scottish cultural
contexts (Cooke & Michie, 1999; Cooke et al., 2005); alcohol abuse and dependence in alcohol–prohibiting Muslim–majority cultural contexts (Michalak & Trocki, 2006);
dissociation in European American cultural contexts, where
it is understood as a “violation of normative selfhood” (Seligman & Kirmayer, 2008, p. 21); posttraumatic distress in
Nepal, where misfortune is often interpreted as evidence of
karma due to past–life transgressions (Kohrt & Hruschka,
2010); or anxiety and depression in war veterans with posttraumatic stress disorder in cultural contexts with strong masculine norms (Garcia et al., 2011). In these cases, symptoms
signal a troubling violation of how things should be in a given
cultural context, often implicating models of what it means
to be a worthy person.
What are the intrapersonal and interpersonal consequences of norm–violating and devalorised forms of psychological distress? Higher levels of the underlying vul-

nerability trait (e.g., impulsivity) may be required for behavioural expression. For example, in modesty–promoting
Scotland, higher levels of psychopathic personality traits
may be required before specific instances of crime are observed (Cooke and Michie, 1999; Walsh, 2013; but also see
Wernke and Huss, 2008). The thresholds for detecting and
reacting to symptoms may be lower, potentially facilitating
recognition and intervention at lower levels of severity. For
example, Daley (2004) observed that although Indian parents of children with autism detected and sought treatment
for their children’s symptoms much later than did their Western counterparts, they tended to detect social symptoms first
and become concerned about them. This is unlike parents
in Western studies who tend to first become alarmed by language delays. Researchers have speculated that the pattern
observed in India may be due to the possibility that children’s
aloofness and lack of reciprocity violate culturally normative
models of closeness between young children and their caretakers. The same study has suggested that Indian parents
were less likely to detect symptoms perceived as consistent
with cultural norms (e.g., being quiet).
Symptoms that violate cultural models of normalcy can be
particularly distressing (e.g., sexual orientation obsessions in
a predominantly U.S.–based sample; Williams et al., 2015)
and may be perceived more negatively by others. For example, Liu et al. (2014) argued that in contrast to shyness, a
trait that has traditionally been perceived positively due to its
compatibility with cultural norms of modesty (and continues
to be so in rural areas in China), unsociability, or lack of interest in others, violates Chinese cultural norms of relational
interdependence. Even Chinese kindergarteners and first
graders are aware of the cultural model linking unsociability
with negative outcomes (Ding et al., 2015). Indeed, unsociability is associated with higher negative self–perceptions,
emotional distress, lower academic performance, and lower
peer acceptance among Chinese children and early teens (Liu
et al., 2014). Unsociability is more predictive of these outcomes in China than in Canada, a cultural context that places
relatively less emphasis on social connectedness (Liu et al.,
2015).
When a person believes that others understand their symptoms as socially or morally inappropriate, he or she may
mask them, whether consciously or not, inhibiting expression of such symptoms. Consider a study suggesting that
members of a predominantly Italian American community in
Pennsylvania in the 1960s were more reluctant to acknowledge and seek treatment for symptoms of mental illness as
compared to their counterparts in neighbouring communities
with populations of predominantly West European descent
(Bruhn et al., 1966). The authors had argued that symptoms
of mental illness violated Italian cultural norms more so than
did the norms of neighbouring communities. Indeed, decades
of research on the stigma of mental illness have suggested
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that people from different cultural contexts differ in their levels of endorsed stigma, with higher stigma for symptoms violating cultural norms (Abdullah & Brown, 2011). In sum,
despite the fact that devalorised symptoms may be detected
earlier, triggering help–seeking and assumption of the sick
role (Seligman & Kirmayer, 2008), they may not be immediately expressed and addressed because it may be difficult for
people to acknowledge and discuss problems that are known
to be perceived negatively inter–subjectively.

the research literature is scant, what should she do to better
understand shared “in the head” and “in the world” models
of this domain in Mr. Anand’s context and the ways in which
his personal model is similar to or different from them? She
should ideally start by harvesting local terms and ideas about
this domain. Then, armed with this knowledge, she could
move to the private aspects of these models as experienced
and reported by community members and also by any sufferers who can be identified.

Culturally unmarked experiences of deviancy. Finally,
let us consider culturally unmarked scripted symptoms. Although distress or impairment caused by such symptoms
would potentially interfere with local norms, the symptoms
themselves would not be considered directly relevant to cultural norms. For example, although a biomedical model of
panic disorder (PD) is recognised and endorsed by a substantial number of adults in the United States (Coles & Coleman,
2010), the symptoms of PD do not map onto cultural models
for normalcy in an obvious way, beyond the general distress
and impairment. In such cases, cultural models for deviancy
can still guide a person’s beliefs about causes, consequences,
and interventions.
In sum, cultural models for deviancy frame individual experiences of distress, potentially affecting detection of, conceptualisation of, and responses to symptoms. We have argued that they do not exist in isolation from cultural models
of normalcy. Examining the relationship between individual
signatures of distress and the ways in which one is understood to, on one hand, flourish or function normally, and on
the other hand, to suffer, is critical to the effort of developing
nuanced models of cultural shaping of distress, whether for
research or treatment.

Ethnography. In cases where little is known about a
particular domain, we recommend starting with an ethnography. This approach deserves careful consideration, especially when entering a new cultural context (Chirkov, 2016).
Infrequently used and poorly understood by psychologists,
ethnographic and observational approaches are mainstays of
cultural anthropology and cultural psychiatry. Even those anthropologists who advocate for procedures that include quantitative approaches have strongly underscored the importance
of beginning with careful observation (Bennardo & Munck,
2014). Although classical ethnographies often take years,
with ethnographers avoiding specific research questions until
deep into the project, more focussed methods have been proposed when the general question (e.g., experience of emotional distress in a given context) and research site (e.g., an
outpatient unit at a psychiatric hospital in that context) are
already known (Cruz & Higginbottom, 2013; Rashid et al.,
2015; Wall, 2014). In particular, a person–centered ethnographic approach—emphasising what it is like to be that kind
of person, in that kind of setting—holds promise for the study
of cultural models (Hollan, 1997; LeVine, 1982).

Cultural Models of Deviancy: A Research Agenda
The framework proposed here is meant to aid researchers
in understanding ways in which cultural models of normalcy
and deviancy affect mental disorders. This framework can
be helpful for understanding individual experiences of distress as well as local meanings, facilitating cross–cultural research. In this section, we will consider the kinds of questions one may ask based on this framework and the types of
research tools one may use to address them.
What Are the Relevant Local Models or Scripts?
When working with an individual or a sample from an understudied cultural context, researchers should start with the
very basic question of whether a particular domain of distress
is scripted in a local context. Imagine that Mr. Anand’s psychotherapist has a colleague, a researcher who consults on
this case, notes the lack of research and decides to conduct
research on anger and irritability in this cultural context. As

Structured and semistructured interviews. Moving beyond ethnography to more structured data collection, a researcher can probe models of mental illness with semistructured or structured interviews. A good example of a study
that has documented a script for complex posttraumatic stress
disorder is provided by Stadtmann et al. (2018). A number of
interviews that can be used to identify and describe models
and scripts of mental illness have been developed: Examples
include the Barts Explanatory Model Interview (Rüdell et al.,
2009), the Clinical Ethnographic Interview (Saint Arnault &
Shimabukuro, 2012), the Explanatory Models Interview Catalogue (Weiss, 1997), the McGill Illness Narrative Interview
(Groleau et al., 2006), and the Short Explanatory Models Interview (Lloyd et al., 1998). The general approach has been
streamlined for clinical use, with the recent inclusion of the
Cultural Formulation Interview (CFI; Lewis–Ferńandez et
al., 2013) in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manuel of Mental Disorders, fifth edition (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Although the CFI includes many questions about
the client’s subjective experience, it also adds questions that
take an inter–subjective approach (i.e., querying respondents
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about the perceived views of other people in their communities).
Other approaches to assessing shared models. In contexts where researchers know something about local concepts, but are not sure about whether the models that they
know about are widely shared or coherent, other anthropological tools such as free listing, pile sorting, and consensus
analysis can be used to examine people’s understanding of a
particular domain. These approaches are often grouped together because they can be used in sequence to move from
open exploration to quantitative confirmation. They have
grown increasingly popular in cognitive anthropology, including the study of health, but are less well–known in cultural psychology. In free listing, participants are asked to
list words or short phrases (E. C. Thompson & Juan, 2006).
For example, the researcher might ask Punjabi participants
to list the different names for mental illness or specific illnesses, the different ways one can tell that someone might
be mentally ill, or the different treatment options. Once the
words are generated, one must then sort the terms to eliminate redundancies and group together similar responses. In a
cross–cultural study, this might involve making difficult decisions about linguistic equivalence across different languages.
In pile sorting, words or short phrases are compiled into a
“deck of cards,” either using a physical deck or computer
software. In a sequential study, the stimuli on the cards
might be derived from a previous free listing study by selecting those that were most commonly listed by different
participants. Participants are then asked to sort the cards into
at least two piles; there may or may not be constraints on
the maximum number of piles (Bennardo & Munck, 2014;
Hines, 1993). In one variant, a hierarchical relation can be
discerned by asking participants to take multiple passes, sorting the cards into a few large piles before breaking up each
one into smaller piles. The results are amenable to various
kinds of statistical analysis, such as multidimensional scaling, but can also be combined with a “think aloud” methodology in which participants are asked to talk through their
thinking process as they sort the cards, with the resulting
transcript analysed qualitatively (Bourey et al., 2012).
After generating relevant words and short phrases and
then learning more about their structure, one can explore
whether the commonly reported ones cohere as consensually
understood models. Cultural consensus analysis provides a
statistical approach to this (Dressler et al., 2015; Romney et
al., 1986), allowing researchers to assess each participant’s
knowledge of the model and, hence, individual discrepancies. Newer tools such as symptom network analysis can be
leveraged to assess beliefs about the interrelation of symptoms in a model (Schmittmann et al., 2013).
In addition, research on cultural shaping of psychological processes is moving toward data–driven methods that are

used to examine similarities and differences in understandings of how lower level perceptual data (e.g., facial muscle movements) map onto the conceptual realm for concepts
such as emotions (Jack et al., 2018). Similar methods can be
used to understand the ways in which people conceptualise
distress. This would require researchers to systematically
generate large pools of stimuli offering different combinations of potential symptoms. Participants would be asked
to judge such stimuli based on whether they map onto a
known category or distress, thereby identifying combinations
of symptoms that are consensually understood as meaningful
in a given community.
Where is the Local Consensual Boundary Between Normalcy and Deviancy?
Another set of hypotheses that can be generated focusses
on the impact of fuzzy conceptual boundaries between models of normalcy and deviancy. We have argued that the extent
to which symptoms are conceptualised as normal—albeit potentially undesirable—versus pathological has implications
for intrapersonal and interpersonal impact of these symptoms. When comparing experiences of symptoms and patterns of observable behaviour across cultural contexts, it is
important to consider how they are understood by both an
individual person and by his or her community. To our
knowledge, no existing cross–cultural clinical studies have
systematically examined this question, although the fuzzy
boundaries between pathological, problematic, and normal
are known to be drawn differently in different contexts (e.g.,
work on psychotic experiences in the United States, India,
and Ghana: T. M. Luhrmann et al. 2015). A researcher interested in this set of questions can utilise some of the tools for
examining the ways in which people apply category thresholds when confronted with complex and noncategorical perceptual data. Such questions are important to the study of
emotion and pain perception (Ludäscher et al., 2007; Pollak
et al., 2000), social cognition (Hall & Goh, 2017), clinical
decisionmaking (C. Thompson et al., 2008), and risk assessment (Lerman et al., 2010), to mention just a few.
To understand how people draw boundaries in this domain, the researcher may create sets of written or filmed vignettes that vary continuously in their features (e.g., locally
recognised manifestations of irritation systematically differing in intensity or duration of symptoms or interpersonal implications), asking local participants to judge them as optimal, normative, suboptimal, or indicative of a known illness.
This would allow for estimates of consensual thresholds that
differentiate, for example, models of normal and pathological irritability. Cross–cultural studies can compare such
thresholds across contexts and examine whether personal or
consensual understanding of certain symptoms as normative or pathological changes their impact. In cases where
vignettes are based on actual cases, it may be possible to
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use self–related distress or impairment in a signal–detection
paradigm, allowing closer examination of different types of
response biases (e.g., false alarms, misses) in a given community.
What Is the Relation Between Personal and Cultural
Models and Between Models of Normalcy and Deviancy?
The ability to capture people’s personal model of normal and deviant functioning, along with their intersubjective understanding of the local cultural model, would allow
researchers to examine the impact of discrepancies between
these sets of models. The best set of examples of extant studies focussing on this set of questions comes from the work
of Dressler et al. (2018); however, this work primarily examines discrepancies between personal and culturally normative
models without examining models of deviancy. Research literatures on cultural consonance (Dressler, 2012), consensus
analysis (Weller & Mann, 1997), concept mapping (Trochim
& Kane, 2005), emotional acculturation (De Leersnyder et
al., 2011), self–discrepancy (Higgins, 1987), and possible
selves (Markus & Nurius, 1986) all provide us with guidance
on conceptualising and measuring the discrepancies between
different models. Emerging approaches also show promise
for large–scale semantic mapping (Cowen et al., 2019).
The ability to assess (a) how a given person and their
community conceptualise a particular symptom, script, or
cultural model and (b) the extent to which a given model
of deviancy overlaps in content with salient models of normalcy would allow researchers to examine these models’ implications for detection of, expression of, and responses to
distress. Doing so could help generate within–culture and
cross–cultural hypotheses that can be explored by clinicians
and formally tested by researchers. For example, within
Punjabi communities, do those with higher discrepancy between personal and normative models of emotional expression show a higher degree of impairment and less willingness
to seek help? Do people in Punjabi–speaking communities
conceptualise anger as more or less compatible with local
normative models than do those in nearby Hindi–speaking
or English–speaking communities? Improving our ability to
conceptualise and address these issues is an important direction for future research.
Figure 2 Summary of key points for researchers and clinicians.
Conclusion
Think back to the case of Sukhbir Anand. Does the cultural models approach help us to better understand his own
beliefs about his suffering, along with the beliefs of those
around him? It can prompt us to think critically about the
normalcy or deviancy, the valorisation and the devalorisation. It may even encourage future research on people living in similar contexts and suffering from similar problems,
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which in turn could improve clinical interventions. A brief
summary of key points from this article, with implications
for research and treatment, is shown in Figure 2. Two critical questions remain: (a) Can we use the cultural models
approach to think differently about psychopathology, and (b)
can we use it to improve the help that we can provide to specific clients? We therefore conclude by briefly considering
these issues, pointing the reader to sources that examine them
in more detail.
The cultural models approach can be used to demonstrate
that different groups of people can hold different beliefs
about the same psychological “phenomenon,” be it normal
(e.g., public interaction) or deviant (e.g., problematic anger).
For much of this discussion, however, we have not emphasised that the “phenomenon itself” is changed by the model
in which it is understood. The clinical literature has provided
numerous examples of how beliefs about the implications of
certain experiences, such as a racing heart or another’s suddenly averted gaze, can trigger a cascade of physiological,
emotional, and interpersonal consequences—consequences
which can loop back and further shape the experience and
expression of a set of symptoms (Chentova-Dutton & Ryder, 2019; Kirmayer & Sartorius, 2007; Ryder & ChentsovaDutton, 2015). Perhaps Mr. Anand gets irritable, sees confusion in a customer’s face, imagines his mother shaking her
head with disappointment, and at some level if knows what
they must be thinking—and grows angrier.
If cultural models are capable of shaping not just understandings of mental disorder but also the presentation of
symptoms, evaluation and intervention become much more
complicated (Ryder & Chentsova-Dutton, 2015). A promising diagnostic innovation in recent years is the development of a means for clinicians to evaluate a client’s personally and intersubjectively held beliefs about their suffering
in context, such that diagnostic decisions can be informed
by relevant cultural models (Lewis–Ferńandez et al., 2013).
Such tools might help avoid diagnostic error and, moreover, directly improve treatment outcomes. Indeed, there is
meta–analytic evidence that cross–cultural treatment is enhanced when client and clinician share a perspective on the
suffering being treated (Benish et al., 2011). Where there are
differences in fit between a client’s and a clinician’s models, the clinician needs to nonetheless build trust and move
toward a consensual model.
Returning to the case of Mr. Anand, during the early
stages of his treatment it appears that client and clinician are
recruiting different models of both normalcy and deviancy to
frame his presenting complaints (also see Kleinman 1978).
The client’s parents may indeed be working from yet another
model. A cultural models approach can help us better address
these issues by guiding both research and clinical practice.
The approach may also encourage researchers and clinicians
to think in more nuanced, and more helpful, ways about the
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Figure 2
Summary of key points for researchers and clinicians.

1.

2.

3.

Summary

Research implications

Clinical implications

Deviancy is understood against the
background of normalcy

Cultural-clinical psychology
research must remain grounded in
cultural psychology; knowledge of
the relevant norms is important;
more studies should integrate
assessment of cultural models for
normalcy and deviancy.

It is helpful to ask a client about (a)
their own beliefs and (b) prevalent
beliefs in their local social world
regarding pertinent norms and how
their problems might deviate from
these norms.

Suboptimal functioning does not
necessarily mean pathology.

Problems in living are important in
their own right and should not
always be linked to diagnostic
labels; contexts may vary in
tolerance for suboptimal and non
pathological variation.

Be cautious about the dangers of
over pathologisation, “concept
creep” means that problems in
living start being seen as disorders.

Some experiences can be marked
as deviant and yet be at least
partially valorised at the same time.

More research is needed on
positive social roles that might
accompany certain labels; these
might be protective but could also
encourage expansion or spread of
the problem or underdetection.

Important to consider whether
there are benefits, along with
problems, that accompany certain
presentations.

relation between the individual person and his or her context.
The domain of culture and mental health remains largely uncharted (Chentova-Dutton & Ryder, 2019). We hope the
tools offered here will help researchers and clinicians who
are setting out to map it.
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